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Project Brief & Theme Choice
In this brief we had to ‘propose and develop a cohesive exhibition experience’ 
based on the given topics. Our final outcome would be a presentation which 
needs to contain branding, a moving identity, promotional installation, ephemera 
and way signs. I need to inspire and engage visitors while also showing a strong 
understanding of the subject. It’s a big project with lots to do but I’m excited to 
being doing something different.

The subject I chose to focus my exhibition on is astrology, meaning using celestial 
bodies to predict human and/or natural behaviors. I have always been interested 
in astrology and why so many people use it. The topic dates back to 3000 BC so a 
lot of the words used are very old and have interesting meanings. I feel like 
because of this I could make an interesting exhibition that can also be 
educational.

Astrology is all about making sense of yourself and the things around you using 
the stars and planets. Scientists believe that several civilisations developed 
independent systems of astrology, each sharing the same basis. The most 
commonly used one today is Hellenistic originating from the 2th century BC and 
deriving from both the babylon and egyptian scientists. Other astrology beliefs 
include budist, chinese and tai. Chinese probably being the most know for using 
animals as signs. As time has passed astrology is not as important to people as it 
once was, some think it is silly and others swear by it. Weather you stand on 
either side it is still a fascinating topic that has history dating back thousands and 
thousands of years.



Research: Exhibition spaces 
I first looked into some existing exhibitions spaces to see 
what they contain, how they excite the audience and to take 
some inspiration. They all have a very strong overarching 
theme which looks very professional. 



Research: The Zodiac 
After I needed to do some extensive research into The Zodiac 
so I could understand it fully and use the correct facts. 



Initial Branding Ideas 
After doing some research I wanted to get all my initial ideas 
and sketches down. This way I could clear my head and see 
what I was working with. Some are more accurate to the 
subject than others. At this moment in time I really like the 
more simplistic designs I feel they read more professional. I 
remember from our 100 ideas brief that the deigns that won 
most professional vote were more shaped and vector like 
rather than pictorial. Some of my designs are pictures but in 
a modern, clean way. I feel like having a cleaner design would 
help since I’m advertising an exhibit so I want everything to 
seem well constructed and polished. I put a purple dot next 
to the two I think I would take forward. I think they show the 
topic in a simplistic clean way, because of that they would be 
great in different contexts. They’re versatile so I could still 
play around with them.



Image Bank
I wanted to make an image bank to express the ideas I was 
having while also getting some inspiration. These images 
included things such as scientific imagery, coding and data, 
astrology and line work. Colours that I wanted to use to 
create a more adult and professional feel were blues and 
greys. I feel creating image banks always help me to 
experiment more with my ideas. 



Research: Exhibition Ephemera 
I wanted to look into a an exhibition more in-depth so I 
looked at the Christian Dior exhibit at the V&A. I collected 
information about how it was run, the ephemera, their 
overall style and how they construct a successful exhibit. 



Research: Typographic Posters
I felt having a type heavy design for the exhibition would 
work really well as the topic is looking into words. So I looked 
into some types of typographic posters for research. I enjoy 
the bold experimental nature they have which I think could 
work with my exhibition. 



Research: Cornell Tech
I knew I need to a place to hold my exhibit, in which I chose 
to hold it in a university. Which gives across this current yet 
knowledgeable vibe that I wanted for my exhibit. I landed on 
Cornell Tech a Science university pushing the boundaries of 
astrology. 



Initial Ideas Critique
In my first critique my peers said they really enjoyed the 
concept and thought the target audience matched. They also 
enjoyed the image bank and liked where I was taking it. They 
did suggest however that I keep to the astrology part and not 
stray too far away. Another thing they mentioned was to 
think about if I want to take a more literal route or a more 
interpretive route. I think because of my targeted audience 
being knowledgeable people that the literal route may be 
more suitable as to keep to the facts more. Lastly they said I 
just need to visualise my ideas and start on the making. 



Branding theme
My branding theme as a whole will contain a lot of greys and 
blues representing the night and also calm intelligence. I will 
include sketched out drawing of the star signs 



Chosen Outcomes
I needed to choose what would be most appropriate for my 
outcomes and what was needed for the brief. I came to the 
conclusion of making an itinerary for the exhibit as there 
would be scheduled speakers. Its suppose to be a high class 
event so something of this sort would be helpful for guests. I 
also decided on a hardback book of the exhibit, including 
pieces written by the speakers and relevant people from the 
field. This can be purchased at the event. Theses two would 
accompany the way signs and posters that are a must for this 
project. 



Ephemera Developments
I have been developing my ephemera and there design. Also 
making sure they have the same theme and feel connected. I 
wanted a more professional but still experimental look which 
I’m sketching down here. 



Branding Developments
After having a critique I decided to change somethings about 
my designs. The first being the logo, I wanted a more 
imaginative simplistic logo so I chose the all seeing eye. 
Which can be interpreted as seeing into the zodiac. 
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